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INTRODUCTION
Hi, I’m Jonathan, I am a experienced UX Designer / Developer based in
Staffordshire. I have over 7 years experience working in a variation of different
roles involving design and development.
Having the ability to develop my designs has led to being experienced as a
developer as well as being a skilled designer proficient in the Adobe Suite. I have
being working with UX techniques including wireframes, prototyping, user
journeys and personas in multiple roles.
My roles have been varied, from design and development through to being part of
the tender process for new supplier and leading marketing projects which feature
on corporate websites.
During my roles I have used the SASS and LESS CSS frameworks, I have worked
in Agile environments and with BDD and TDD processes. I am also familiar with
source control tools like GIT and task automation tools such as gulp.

EXPERIENCE

LINKEDIN

linkedin.com/in/jongough

TWITTER

twitter.com/jonjgough

EDUCATION
WEB APPLICATIONS AND
SERVICES
PGCERT
University of Leicester - 2015-2016
BSC(HONS) COMPUTING
FIRST CLASS HONOURS
University of Wolverhampton - 2008-2012

FURTHER TRAINING
USER EXPERIENCE
FUNDAMENTALS
WEBCREDIBLE
VISUAL WEB & INTERFACE DESIGN
WEBCREDIBLE
HTML5 TRAINING
WEBCREDIBLE

UX DESIGNER / DEVELOPER
Perform Group, Birmingham | August 2015 - Present

My role at Perform Group is a UX Developer, the role involves all of the design
work for the product stack as well as building and implementing the front-end
code. The day to day duties involve designing and building the web applications
the companies offers to clients, I work closely with the Product Owner to create
wireframes and designs of new features or applications for the system. Once
designs are agreed I then build prototypes using HTML/CSS and Javascript, after
which I help integrate the designs into the system.
I work closely with clients to help improve and develop the design and overall
user experience understanding reviews and creating a development priority
timeline.
Other responsibilities at the company involve creating new branding assets, logos
and icons as well as designing email templates and print assets when required.
WEB DESIGNER/DEVELOPER
University of Wolverhampton, Wolverhampton | January 2013 - August
2015

My role at the University was in the Marketing and Communications department
as a member of the Digital Marketing Team. Although the job title was web
developer, the remit of the role was much wider and included all of the design
responsibilities for the website. I was the only designer involved in the redesign
of the university’s website into a modern responsive site in 2014.
During the time at the University I worked closely with various stakeholders
throughout the business as well a being involved in the tender process for a new
CMS supplier for the new website. I also had experience in managing Interns
during my time at the University, allocating work and assessing them periodically
WEB DESIGNER
Mercato Solutions, Birmingham | September 2012 - December 2012

My role as a web designer at Mercato involved designing a responsive website to
replace one of their largest currently operational websites, I used photoshop to
design and built prototypes using HTML, CSS and JavaScript, once built I assisted
in integrating the designs into the chosen CMS.
JUNIOR WEB DESIGNER
Welding Supplies Direct, Albrighton | February 2011 - September 2012

My responsibilities included maintaining the current website as well as developing
a fresh look and feel for the site moving forward.
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